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The IGNOU Regional Centre Mumbai has celebrated Constitution Day 2023 on 

26.11.2023 at 11.00 am by inviting the students, Regional Centre staff and other stake 

holders at Regional Centre Mumbai premises 

 

The Regional Centre has planned to celebrate this constitution day 2023 in the grand 

manner. Accordingly, promotion has been done through social media, uploaded circulars 

in RC Mumbai website and sent emails to the learners. The following competitions have 

been conducted to create awareness among the learners, Study Centres and other stake 

holders about constitution day and its importance.  
 

a) Elocution 

b) Slogans  

c) Drawing 

 

Registrations were invited through Google form from the learners, LSC functionaries and 

RC staff. The Google form was uploaded in the RC Mumbai website as well as posted in 

Regional Centre Social Media such as Face book, twitter and telegram channel. The 

Regional Centre is having remarkable number of followers in the social media i.e. 

facebook more than 10,000, twitter 3327, youtube more than 5500, MITRA(Mumbai 

IGNOU Telegarm Room for Assistance) Telegram 4106 subscribers 

 

There is a good response received from the learners for all the competitions as details 

presented in the below table. The competitions were organized separately for learners and 

RC staff. 

 

 

 

 



S.No Competitions Topic  Number of Entries 

1. Elocution why we have to celebrate 

Constitution Day 

31 

2. Slogan Indian Democracy  11 

3. Drawing Indian Constitution and Democracy  4 

 

Promotion through twitter 

 

 

 



The Regional Centre academic Dr.P.Namboothiripad, ARD has given the responsibility to 

conduct the above competitions with the help of Mr. Sanjay Kumar, Assistant.  The entries 

were scrutinized thoroughly and the results were announced on the celebration day i.e. 

26.11.2023 

 

Constitution Day 2023 Celebration:- 

 
The celebrations of Constitution day 2023 was started with garlanding to Dr.B.R. 

Ambedkar’s portrait by Dr.E.Krishna Rao, Regional Director and other RC staff, learners. 

Later, the Preamble of Indian constitution was read by all the participants. After reading of 

the Preamble the main celebration was started. Mr. Sanjay Kumar, Assistant has 

welcomed all the guests and participants.  

 

Dr.E. Krishna Rao, Regional Director has delivered the initial remarks and highlighted the 

role of Indian constitution in the democratic country. He has remembered the efforts made 

by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar as a drafting committee Chairman of Indian Constitution and other 

national leaders for their roles in shaping the present India. He mentioned the constitution 

is the protector of Indian democracy as well as citizens of india. Dr.B.R.Ambedkar has 

dreamt for the egalitarian society accordingly safeguards, rights and provisions for all the 

social sections of people is mentioned in our Indian constitution. We can find solution for 

any problem and issues related to democracy in our Indian constitution. He further urged 

all the participants every citizen should perform their duties perfectly and add value to our 

nation for further development. 

 

The other participants and speakers also spoken about the greatness of our Indian 

constitution and efforts made of our leaders, thinkers and academicians for shaping our 

india as great india 

 
Competitions  
 
1. Elocution Competition:-  
 
Dr.E.Krishna Rao, Regional Director was asked Dr. P. Namboothiripad, ARD to conduct 

the elocution competition. Accordingly the participants have given minimum 03 to 10 

minutes time and topic (why we have to celebrate Constitution Day) was given. The 

following learners have participated in the elocution and they have presented their views 



on the topic given for the elocution. All the participants have highlighted the greatness of 

our Indian constitution and commended the efforts and hard work done by our great 

academicians, leaders for bringing our constitution. Further they have connected with our 

democracy and constitution provisions, rights, directive principles and citizens duties with 

other countries. The elocution competition was conducted perfectly and audience also 

enjoyed the same academically. 

 

S.No. Students Name  Enrollment No. and Programme Code 

1. Rakesh M Tripathi 2251619960, MHDOL 

2. Santosh Prajapati 2351256338, MPS 

3. AmeyChavan 2351257714, MPS 

4. SwetabjaMondal 2250034374, MAPC 

5. KendreShivamMahendra 2253494732, MPS 

 
 

By considering certain parameters such as content relevance, language clarity, effective 

delivery etc. the following learners were adjudged as a winners. 

 

S.No. Students Name  Enrollment No. and Programme Code 

1. SwetabjaMondal 2250034374, MAPC 

2. Santosh Prajapati 2351256338, MPS 

3. KendreShivamMahendra 2253494732, MPS 

 

Dr. P. Namboothiripad, ARD has announced the result and Dr. E. Krishna Rao, Regional 

Director has distributed the prizes to the winners. Later the winners were also given their 

reflections on winning movement and participants also given their reflections. They have 

appreciated the Regional Centre efforts for organizing this type of days. 

 
2. Drawing Competition: 
 

This Regional Centre has received 04 entries for drawing competition.  On the basis of 

certain parameters relevance, originality, using concepts, the following learners have been 

announced the winners. 

 

 



 
S.No. 

Students Name  Enrollment No. and Programme 
Code 

1. PANNEGATLA MALI BASHA  2350158189, MEG 

2. Laxmi 2200775046, Bcomg 

 
 
 
3. Slogan Competition: 
 

Under this competition we have received 11 entries. This competition is conducted for 

learners separately and Regional Centre staff separately.  

 

The following learners have been announced as the winners on the basis of relevance of 

slogan on the occasion. 

 

S.No. Students Name  Enrollment No. and Programme Code 

1. Krishna Kumar 2300930418, PGDRD 

2. Rakesh M Tripathi 2251619960 

3. Rushikesh Satish Pawar  2352257600, MSW  

 
The following Regional Centre staffs have been announced as the winners. 
 

S.No. Staff Name  Designation  

1. Mr. Bharat Guarv Attendant (D/w) 

2. Mr. Swapnil Sahane JAT (D/w) 

3. Mr. AvinashKamble Attendant (D/w) 

 
Dr. P. Namboothiripad, ARD has proposed vote of thanks and Mr. Sanjay Kumar, 

Assistant has acted master of ceremony. 

 
 
The meeting was ended by National Anthem. 
 
 

Dr. E. Krishna Rao 
Regional Director  

 
 
 

Glimpses of Constitution Day 2023 in the next pages 



Floral Tribute to Babasaheb Dr.B.R.Ambedkar 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Reading Preamble of Constitution 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



Regional Director’s Address on Constitution Day 2023 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Elocution/Participants reflections 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Drawing / Poster  

 

  

  

 



 
Prize Distribution 

 

 
 


